
 

DZP-250S/400S Automatic Pillow Packing Machine with Drier 
 

 
 
Haichina Machinery Co.,Ltd is one of the best DZP-250S/400S Automatic Pillow packing machine 
with Drier manufacturers and suppliers in China, equipped with productive factory, welcome to buy 
discount and high-quality automatic flow pack machine, high speed flow wrapping machine, pillow 
packing machine, automatic flow wrapping machinery, high speed automatic wrapping machine 
products from us and check the price with us. 
 
DZP-250S/400S Flow pack machine or pillow packing machine is a packaging machine, that wrap 
many types of commodities including blister sheets, facial paper, soaps, biscuits, candies, chewing 
gum and instant noodles, and other rectangular, square, round or irregularly shaped products. 
 
DZP-250S/400S Flow pack machine has the function of anti-moisture, dustproof and 
photonegative, and also enhances the product level and additional value. It can save more than 
20% cost than using the manual packaging. 
 
DZP-250S/400S Pillow packing machine can connect with Overwrapping machine, cartoner 
(cartoning machine) etc., to form a Production Packaging Line. 
 
Main Features of Pillow packing machine: 
 
1, Compact and reasonable structure, stable and advanced performance, easy and convenient 
operation. 
2, Double frequency inverter control, and steeples variable speed. The length of bag can be set 
and be cut at any time, no need to be trailed operation on one step, and save time and film. 
3, Adopt international famous electric components, PLC control, friendly interface, with convenient 
and rapid setting of parameters. 
4, The indication of fault is clear, and function is more humanized. 
5, Highly sensitive lactic-eye color code tracing, which can make the sealing position be more 
accurate. 



6, Accurate temperature setting, which is suitable for all various of packing materials and 
enhances the quality of seal. 
7, Set the function of positioning power-off, without sticking to the blade and no waste of film. 
8, Simple and clear transmission system with more reliable work and more convenient 
maintenance. 
9, Have blister servo motor feeding system, no need to adjust manually, set the quantity numbers 
of packing on touch screen. Easy for adjusting, suitable for packing various size of blister. 
10. Rejection system is optional by customer. It can blow off like lack blister, more blister. Broken 
blister. 
11. Double film connect system, can be set on PLC ”film connect on», «film connect off”. it can 
connect two film during machine running, make running continually. Reduce the work for the 
operators. 
 
Main Technical Parameters of Pillow Packing Machine 
 

Model DZP-250S DZP-400S 

Packing capacity 30-150 packs/min 

Packaging size (mm) L(120-380)*W(30-110)*H(2-60) L(120-380)*W(65-180)*H(2-80) 

Max. width of film 250 mm 400 mm 

Power supply AC220V 50Hz, 2.5KW AC220V 50Hz, 3KW 

Weight 800 kg 900 kg 

Overall dimension 
(L*W*H,mm) 

3950*650*1550 4000*800*1550 

 
 
 


